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We consider the propagation of bulk and surface plasmons in a finite superlattice structure com-
posed of alternating layers of materials A and B, with the whole structure resting on a substrate.
An implicit dispersion relation is derived allowing the dielectric constant of each material to be a
function of frequency. We then present numerical examples for the case where material A is a met-
al and the remaining materials have frequency-independent dielectric constants. We explore three
types of material configurations: (1) a finite' number of layers of A and all other materials being
taken with @=1; (2) the same as case (1), but here with the dielectric constant of material B in-
creased by 5/o, and (3) a realistic geometry appropriate for Al films separated by A1203 layers on a
Si02 substrate. The dispersion curves in case (1) are similar to those for an infinite superlattice of
the same material parameters. The primary difference is that for thin superlattice structures, there
is a splitting of the frequencies of the surface modes. In case (2) the symmetry of the system is
lowered and there is strong localization, particularly for the surface modes. Case (3) also shows
unique features, the most interesting being the existence of a mode which changes character from
bulk nature to a surface mode and then back to a bulk mode.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable interest recently in the
properties of superlattices. Initial investigations have
been made of the properties of various types of collective
excitations of the superlattices, such as magnons, ' pho-
nons, ' and plasmons. ' It has been found that these
cxcitations exhibit properties unique to the superlattice
structure. For example, the existence of a surface wave on
a semi-infinite superlattice can depend critically on the ra-
tio of the thicknesses of the two alternating materials.

In this paper we will look closely at some of the proper-
ties of bulk and surface plasmons in finite superlattices.
We note that bulk plasmons in superlattices have already
been observed in GaAs-(A16a)As by inelastic light scatter-
ing. There has also been a reasonable amount of
theoretical development in understanding the properties of
plasmons in superlattices. '

One can understand the collective excitation of a super-
lattice plasmon in the following way. An excitation of a
surface plasmon in one material layer produces electric
fields outside its boundaries. These fields in turn couple
with the elementary excitations of the other layers. By in-
voking Bloch's theorem, one sees that this coupling
creates a set of collective excitations of the entire superlat-
tice. This set of excitations is characterized by a wave
vector normal to the material interfaces as well as a wave
vector parallel to the interfaces. Previous theoretical stud-
ies have shown that if one plots a dispersion curve of fre-
quency versus the wave vector parallel to the interfaces,

one sees bands where bulk superlattice plasmons exist. If
we represent the wave vector perpendicular to the inter-
faces by qz, and the unit-cell length of the superlattice by
I., the boundaries of the bulk bands exist when q&L =0 or

In the gaps between the bulk bands, and above and
below the bands, one can find the surface waves.

Previous theoretical work on plasmons in superlattices
have concentrated on geometries which were infinite or
semi-infinite. In this paper we concentrate on a finite-
superlattice structure on a substrate. We note that the
properties of magnons in a finite superlattice have been in-
vestigated. The method used here provides a simpler
answer and more physical insight than the method used in
studying finite magnetic superlattices. This geometry
represents a physically realizable case. Also, as we shall
see, the plasmon dispersion curves have unique features
due to the finite thickness. Thus in this paper we want to
discuss two questions:

(1) How many layers are necessary before a superlattice
can be adequately modeled by a semi-infinite or infinite
structure?

(2) Are there any features of the finite structure which
do not exist in the semi-infinite structure?

%'e will see that the finite structure does have some very
interesting results. In particular, we will see that small
changes in the wave vector parallel to the surface of the
superlattice can lead to dramatic changes in the localiza-
tion of the excitation. Similarly, small changes in the
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properties of the constituent materials of the superlattice
can also lead to significant localization of the plasmon.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we present a brief review of the methods and re-
sults used to find dispersion curves for semi-infinite su-
perlattices, and then summarize the results for that struc-
ture. An implicit dispersion relation is then derived for
the finite superlattice on a substrate. In Sec. III we
present numerical studies of the dispersion-relation results
for particular material parameters. In Sec. IV we explore
the spatial distribution of the superlattice excitations and
show how localization can result from small changes. Fi-
nally, in Sec. V we summarize our results.

II. THEORY

In this section we present the development of the gen-
eral dispersion relations for bulk and surface plasmons on
a finite superlattice. We begin, however, with a brief re-
view of the method used in an infinite superlattice.

We consider a superlattice composed of alternating
layers of material A and B, with dielectric constants
ez(co) and ei)(co), respectively. Material A always has a
thickness d& and material 8 always has a thickness d2.
To find the dispersion relation for bulk and surface
plasmons, we begin by noting that the electrostatic poten-
tial P(x, t) must satisfy Laplace's equation

V $(x, t)=0
in all regions. In addition, this potential must satisfy
boundary conditions at each material 3-8 interface.
These boundary conditions state that the electrostatic po-
tential must be continuous, and the normal component of
the displacement must be continuous, at each interface.

We establish the coordinates with the z axis normal to
each A Binterface, -and the x axis parallel to the same.
Since we have translational invariance in the x and y
directions, the wave vector k is completely characterized
by x and z. The electrostatic potential will have the form

P(x,y, z, t) =@(z)e'

and applying Eq. (1) yields

ed (co)
+2 [cosh(kd2) cosll(kdi ) —cos(gL )]=0 .

ei)(~)
(14)

The above dispersion relation will be assumed to hold in

for material A, and a similar result for material B. Note
that q is a wave vector that will arise in the dispersion re-
lation for the collective excitations. Upon applying Eq.
(7) to (5), we arrive at the electrostatic potential for ma-
terial A,

eiqnL(A ek(z —nL)+A e
—k(z nL—))+

nL &z &nL+d, . (8)

In a similar manner, we arrive at the electrostatic poten-
tial in material 8,

tqnL(B k(z nL ——d( ) B k(z —nL ——d) )

nL+di &z &(n+1)L . (9)

To solve for the arbitrary constants A+, A, B+, andB, we invoke the boundary conditions previously
described to yield the following four equations:

1+g e 1 (10)

ed(co)(A+e ' —Aie ')=eti(co)(B+ B),—

A++A =e 'q (B+e '+B e '), (12)

ed (co)(A+ +A ) =e~(co)e 'q (B+e ' —B e

(13)

The result of translating these equations into matrix form
and setting the determinant of the coefficient matrix equal
to zero is an implicit dispersion relation,

1+ sinh(kd2) sinh(kdi)
E'i) Co

—k @(z)=0
dz

with the general solution

N(z) =A+e+ '+A e

(3)

(4)

d1
1F
JL

2

Since the structure is periodic, we invoke Bloch's
theorem, and look for solutions of the form

@(z)=e'q'Uq(z),

where for any integer n, and L =d&+d2,

Uq(z+nL) = Uq(z) . (6)

One finds that the most general solution which satisfies
both Eqs. (3) and (6) is

iq(z nL)(A —k(z nL)+A— ——k(z —nL))

nL &z &nL+d) (7)

FICx. 1. Superlattice of finite extent. The structure is com-
posed of alternating layers of materials A and 8, the spaces
above and below the structure are filled with materials C and D,
respectively, and each material is characterized by the appropri-
ate dielectric constant. The unit cells are indexed by n, as
shown.
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the interior of the finite superlattice.
We now turn to the determination of the dispersion re-

lation for finite superlattices. The structure is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The finite superlattice has a total of p unit cells,
where a unit cell is composed of one film of material A
and one of material 8. We assume that the superlattice
rests on a substrate of material D with dielectric constant
eD(co), and above the structure is material C with dielec-
tric constant ec(co).

We now discuss the form of the solution for the finite
superlattice. First we note that for the infinite superlat-
tice the solution for the electrostatic potential was essen-
tially composed of a surface-wave electrostatic potential

in each film multiplied by an envelope function (the e'~"

term) which related the amplitudes of one film to another.
For the finite-superlattice problem we must have a sum of
two such terms in the interior of the superlattice, where
each term has a different envelope function. If one
discusses surface waves, the envelope functions should
have the forms e y" and e y'P "' . These forms corre-
spond to envelope functions which are localized at the top
and bottom surface of the superlattice, respectively. For
bulk waves in the superlattice one replaces y with —iq.
This brings us back to forms similar to those in Eqs. (8)
and (9). We therefore take the following as the form of
the electrostatic potential:

4(z)=Ce for z&0,

e ynL(g—ek(z nL )+—g e
—k(z nL)) +e ——y(p n)L—(g ek(z nL)+ g— e —k(z —nL)) fOi ygL &z & nL

k(z nL —d) ) —8 k(z nL ——d)
)
—

y(p n )L(8 k(z —nL —d) ) 8 —k(z —nL —d) )
)

for nL+di &z&(n+1)L,

4(z)=De "' P ' for z&pL .

It is clear that if we incorporate e into 2+, A, 8+, and 8 to obtain new coe ficients A'+, A', 8'+, and 8',
we can rewrite Eq. (15) as follows:

N(z) =Ce for z &0,

@(Z) e ynL(p —ek(z —nL)+Z e —k(z —nL)) + ynL(p k(z —nL)++ —k(z nL))

(16)
@(z)=e y" (8+e ' +8 e..

' )+ey" (8'+e ' +8' e '
) for nL+d) &z&(n+1)L,

4(z) =De for z &pL .

Continuity of ez (co)[B4(z)/Bz] gives us

ed(co)(A+e ' —A(e ') =@a(co)(8+—8 ) . (18)

Similarly, at the 8-A interface, z =nL +Hi, we obtain

A++A =ey (B~e '+8 e ') (19)

ed (co)(A+ —A ) =a~(co)e (8+e ' Be ') . —
In exactly the same fashion, we obtain for the traveling

wave associated with the envelope function ey"L the fol-
lowing at the A-8 interface:

2'+e '+A' e '=8++8' (21)

ez(co)(A'+e ' —A' e ')=@~(co)(B'+—8' ), (22)

and for the 8-A interface,

A'++A' =e y (8'+e '+8' e '),
ed(co)(A'+ —A' )=eL)(co)e y (8'+e ' 8' e ') . —

(23)

(24)

We will solve for the coefficients as follows.
(i) We will assume that e y" is an envelope function

which is associated with a traveling wave propagating
down the stack from z=pL. (Note that if y is real and
positive, the envelope function is that of an exponentially
decaying wave localized at the top surface. ) This assump-
tion allows us to relate 2+ and A to B+ and 8 and,
independently, we can relate 3'+ and A' to the B'+ and
8' for the wave with the e+~" envelope. Ultimately, we
will relate the A+ to the A, and then the 3'+ to the2', leaving A+ dnd A+ as the only unknowns.

(ii) We will then impose the boundary conditions at
z=0, the C-A interface, and at z=pL, the 8 Dinterface. -

The result will be four homogeneous linear equations in
four unknowns, A+, A'+, C, and D. These will yield a
solution only if the determinant of the coefficient matrix
vanishes.

We first deal with the interior boundary conditions.
We impose the requirement of continuity of C and con-
tinuity of the displacement, 13, which is equivalent to re-
quiring continuity of e(co)[B@(z)/()z] at each A Band-
8-A interface. Consider the wave with the e ~" en-
velope function. At z=nL+d), an A-8 interfa'ce, con-
tinuity of N gives us

1++ e 1 (17)
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Next, we solve for B+, B,B'+, and B' as follows: 1, kd) &g, —kd)A~e ' 1~ ~A' e
2

1B+———A+e ' 1+ +A e
2

—kd)

(25)
B' =—A+e ' 1—

2

r

—kd,+A' e ' 1+
Eg

(27)

—kd,B =—A+e ' I — ~A e ' 1+
2

(26)
Substituting (25) and (26) into (19) and (20), respectively,
we obtain

1

A++A =e~ —A+e ' 1+ +A e ' 1—yL 1 kd 1
~A —kd 1

~A

+—A+e 1—
2

—kd) 1~ (29)

T 1

1 —kd,
(A+ —A )=er —A+e ' 1+ +A e ' 1—

2
t

kd2
e

1 —kd
l

&g —kd22; 6'g 6'g
(30)

where we have dropped the functional dependence of e for brevity. Adding and subtracting (29) and (30) yields the fol-
lowing matrix equation:

I y (e ' er~e '—)

1 — (e ' —e r e ')
Eg

1 — (e —e re )
Eg A~ 0

0 (31)

Similarly, by substituting (27) and (28) into (23) and (24), and then adding and subtracting the resulting equations, we
find

1+ (e ' —er e ') (e —er e )
—kd) L —kd~

1 — (e ' —er e ')
Eg

A1+ (e —er e )

A' 0 (32)

Setting the determinant of the coefficient matrix equal
to zero in both (31) and (32) yields the same condition on
y, as follows: ec(co)C=e~(co)(A+ —A +A'+ —A' ) . (35)

cosh(yL ) = cosh(kdz ) cosh( kd ( )

&a+1/2 + sinh(kdz) sinh(kd& ) . (33)
&a

Note that this implicit dispersion relation for y is identi-
cal to Eq. (14) with iy substituted for q.

Next, we impose the boundary conditions at the C-A
interface, z =0, to obtain

Imposing the boundary conditions at the B-D interface,
z =pL„results in

De k~~=e r~ er~(B e +B e )
kd —kd

~er~ e r (B'~e '~B' e '),kd2, —kd2
(36)

eD(co)De ~ =e—~(co)[e r& e "~(B+e Be )—kd2 —kd2

+er~ e r (B'+e ' B' e ')]. —kd2, —kd2

C=A ~ ~A ~A'~+A' (34) (37)
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By substituting Eq. (19) and (23) into (36) we obtain

De "~ =e r~ (3 +A )+er (A' +A' ), (38)

and doing the same with (20), (24), and (37) results in

—e (~)De -"'=e„(~)[e -»'(~

where

[1+(e~«~)](e
[1—(ez/e~)](e —e e

—kd ) rL
—kd~

(42)

er~ (A+ —A' )] . (39)

We now solve for A in terms of 3+. q .From E s. (31)
and (32) we find

[1—(ez /ez )](e ' —e+r~e
(43)

=Ed+,
=E''3 +,

(40)

(41)

Finally, by substituting (40) and (41) into Eqs. (34), (35)
(38), and (39) we obtain

1+E 1+%'
e~(1 —K) ed (1—K')

e r~ (1+K) era (1+K )

ede r~ (1 K) —ezer~ (1—K')

0
0

0
3+ 0
C 0 (44)—kpL

sac —kpL

0
D 00

e a ove
'

i n onl if the determinant of the coefficient matrix
~ ~

vanishes. This leavesThe above system of equations admits a solution on y i e
us, after some algebra, with the following result:

tan —g c — ' —— (45)e' 1 K 1 —K' ——eceD(1+K)(1+K') e„e—~(1—KK')+e~eD(1 —KK )]t» )'p —g c — ' = 45tanh L )—ez (ec+eD )(K —K') =0 . 45eg 1 K 1 —K ——eceD

Equation (41) is the implicit dispersion relation for the
finite superlattice. We note that this equation is particu-
1 1 convenient since the number of layers in the inite
superlattice, p, appears only in the argument of the yp
bolic tangent function. This makes numerical cacula-
tions relatively easy.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
OF DISPERSION RELATIONS

Figure 2 presents the dispersion curves for a superlat-
tice composed of twenty films of Al, surrounded by ma-
teria s suc a e~ ——~ ——D—'

1 h th t e =e =e =1. The boundaries of the
bulk bands, as well as the frequency of the surface modes,
agree vree very nearly with those values ound for the semi-
in rnite super a
' f' '

rlattice with the. same parameters. as'ca y,
the continuous band of states found in the in inite or
semi-infinite superlattice breaks up into closely spaced

In this section we present numerical exampm les for the
dispersion re a ions.1 t' As has been pointed out earlier, t e
theoretical results derived in the preceding section
describe collective excitations which can arise from many
d'ff t microscopic mechanisms. It is only necessary toi eren
know the frequency-dependent dielectric constan s o
various materia s invo ve .olved For the examples considered
h e have chosen a rather simple model system oere, we ave

sim licitmetal slabs separated by dielectric layers. The simp
'

y
of the system allows us to understand general trends quite
easily. For these applications, we assume the dielectric
constant of material 2 is given by ez(co =1—co~/co .
We take co& ——15 eV, which is appropriate for Al. We fur-
ther suppose that the dielectric gaps have frequency-
independent dielectric constants.

ow want to answer the two questions posed earher:e now
(1) How many layers of a superlattice are required

fore one can approximate the finite superlattice by an in-
finite (for bulk modes) or semi-infinite (for surface modes)
superlattice?

(2) Are there any unique features to be found only m
the finite superlattice? We will answer these questions by
the examples presented below.

15,0—

1 2.0

I

9.0 +
~o

6.0

3.0

0.0
0

kd„

20 layers

d/d =2
1 2

1.0
1.0
1.0

I I

FIG. 2. Dispersion curves for the case w ere mere material A is
'

1 B C and D are vacuum, and there arealuminum, matena s, , a
twenty layers o mater&ar

'
l A Note the discrete allowed modes

and sp ittcng o1' ' f the surface modes, as discussed in the text.
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First, the two bulk bands remain completely separate for
all values of the ratio di /d2. Secondly, the surface
modes now emerge from a particular bulk mode and there
are two surface modes as discussed before.

We now turn to a more realistic case where material B
is an insulating spacer, and the layered films are resting
on an insulating substrate. %'e consider a structure where
ez ——3.0, ec ——1.0, and ez ——2.5. These values are ap-
propriate for the case where material 8 is A1203 and the
substrate is SiO2. In addition, we have chosen d i /d2 ——2.
The dispersion curves for the bulk and surface modes in
this case are presented in Fig. 6. The most striking
feature in this set of curves is a short segment of surface
mode which emerges from an upper-bulk-mode branch
and exists as a surface mode in the region 0.5 &kdi (1.3
and then becomes a bulk mode again. In this region, the
dispersion curve is nearly flat.

We would like to note several other features visible in
Fig. 6: (1) There is a surface mode for large kd i at a fre-
quency of 10.6 eV. This frequency corresponds to that of
a surface mode at the interface of Al and vacuum in a
semi-infinite geometry. (2) If we compare the frequency
of the bulk and surface modes in Fig. 6 with those in Fig.
3, we see that they are generally down-shifted. This is
caused by the screening of the metal layers from each oth-
er by the intervening dielectric slabs. (3) There is a second
surface mode at lower frequencies that exists for all values
of kdi. The frequency of this mode is nearly independent
of the wave vector (7.8 eV). In the next section we will see
that this mode is localized at the last metal-insulator in-
terface before the substrate.

Figure 7 illustrates the case where the thickness ratio is
inverted, i.e., di /d2 ——0.5 rather than 2 as in Fig. 6. We
see in this figure that the frequencies are further down-
shifted when compared to Fig. 6. This is because the in-
crease in the insulator thickness further isolates the metal

15.0

15.0

1 2.0

9.0

LIJ

CF

6.0

3.0

0.0

&0 layers

d /d =.5
3.0

1.0
C

2.5
I I

FIG. 7. Collective-mode spectrum for a ten-layer superlat-
tice, eg ——3, e~ ——2.5, ec ——1, material A is aluminum with

1
d~ =Td2.

films. Note that in this figure the bulk modes are consid-
erably more compressed in comparison to the preceding
figure. This results because the large gaps between metal
films reduces the coupling strengths between the surface
excitations on each metal film, which in turn reduces the
bandwidth of the bulk excitations, a result similar to the
reduction in bandwidth for electronic states when the
atoms are moved further apart. It is also interesting to
note that the surface mode seen in Fig. 6, which existed
only in a short range of values of kdi, is no longer
present,

12.0 vacuum

material a

material b

(b)

9.0

6.0

3.0

0.0
0

kd

layers
d = 22

3.0
1.0

C

d
2.5

I

substrate

AMPLITUDE

I
I

FIG. 6. For the physically realistic case 6~=3 (A12O3),
6g) =2-.5 (SiO2), e~ ——1, we show the collective-mode frequencies
for a ten-layer structure. Material A is aluminum. The bottom
surface produces a characteristic mode at co ~7.8 eV.

FIG. 8. The electrostatic potential as a function of depth for
a ten-layer superlattice, e~ ——e~ ——eD ——1. These are the poten-
tials for the surface mode of Fig. 3 where kd& ——1 and in (a}
co=10.59 eV and in (P) co=10.62 eV.
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IV. ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIALS
vacuum

(b)

In the preceding section we demonstrated that in finite
superlattices there exists a discreet number of allowed
plasmon modes. Furthermore, we demonstrated the split-
ting of surface modes and the emergence of surface-mode
pairs unique to finite structures. In this section we
present numerical studies of the electrostatic potential as a
function of depth into the superlattice. These are interest-
ing because they show the physical nature of the collective
modes, that is, they give the location of strong localiza-
tions, etc. In what follows we suppose a superlattice con-
sisting of ten layers of aluminum films separated by a
dielectric gap, the whole resting on a dielectric substrate.

Figure 8 shows the potential curves for the case where
es =Ec=e'~'= 1, kdi ——1 and (a) co= 10.59 and (b) 10.622.
This corresponds to the region in dispersion curve Fig. 3
where the surface-mode splitting becomes substantial.

As briefly discussed in the preceding section, the ap-
pearance of split surface-mode frequencies in a finite su-
perlattice is analogous to the splitting of frequencies on a
single filin. For an isolated film each surface can support
a mode. These modes couple to produce an odd-parity
and an even-parity pair, split by interaction between the
two surfaces. Because the structure depicted in Fig. 8 is
symmetric about the midplane, the long-wavelength sur-
face modes must couple into an odd-even —parity pair as
well.

Figure 9 shows examples of bulk excitations, again for
the symmetric structure where ez ——ec ——eD ——1. In (a)
co =8.45 and in (b) m+ ——12.39. These correspond to the
uppermost co mode and the lowermost ~+ mode, respec-
tively, in Fig. 3. It must be noted that while these are
indeed bulk modes of the superlattice as a whole, they are
composed of coupled surface plasmons which reside at the
material interfaces.

For a finite superlattice, it is interesting to consider the
effects of small perturbations on the collective modes.
Figure 10 demonstrates the effect of a 5% increase in the
dielectric constant of the gaps on the surface-mode
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)
/I

substrate

AMP I ITUOE

FIG. 10. Potential curves for the two surfaces modes as in
Fig. 8, except that the dielectric constant of material 8 has been
increased by 5%. Again kd& ——1.0 and the frequencies are now
(a) co=10.51 eV and (b) co=10.57 eV. Note that the small
change in dielectric constant strongly localizes the surface
modes.

behavior (es =1.05 and ec ——eD=1). It should be noted
that this increase does not affect the dispersion curves ap-
preciably (less than 5% change), but serves to strongly lo-
calize the surface-mode pair, as can clearly be seen by
comparison of Figs. 8 and 10. The slight lowering of
symmetry dramatically uncouples the pair, leaving two
modes, each of which is supported at a different surface.

The final three figures all represent the physically real-
istic case discussed previously: ten aluminum films
separated by films of A1203, the entire structure resting on
an Si02 substrate (es ——3, eD =2.5, ec ——1). We recall that,
a unique feature of this dispersion curve was the emer-
gence of a short segment of surface mode emerging at
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materiai b
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subetrate

AMPLITUDE

FIG. 9. Potential curves for bulk modes with the same
geometry and materials as in Fig. 8. Here kd~ ——1.0 and in (a)
co=8.45 eV and in (b) ~=12.39 eV.

AMPLITUDE

FIG. 11. The evolution of the surface mode seen in Fig. 6.
We show the potentials for (a) kd ~

——0.2 and co= 10.145 eV, and
(b) kd~ ——0.7 and co=9.24 eV. Note the change in character
from bulk to surface as kd& increases.
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FIG. 12. Continuation of the surface-mode evolution from
Fig. 6. In (a) kd~ ——1.4 and ~=9.23 eV, in (b) kd~ ——2.5 and
co=8.75 eV. Case (b) clearly shows bulk character even though
it is still localized near the upper boundary.

AMPLITUDE

FIG. 13. Potential curves for the upper and lower surface
modes seen in Fig. 6. In (a) kd~ ——1.0 and co=7.64 eV. In (b)
kd& ——3.0 and co=10.67 eV. These modes are clearly localized
at opposite surfaces of the superlattice.

long wavelengths from the bulk bands, and the presence
of a new surface mode between the bulk bands. Figures
11 and 12 illustrate the evolution of the short surface
mode from the bulk bands. Figure 11 shows the mode in
the extreme long-wavelength region [kd = (a) 02, (b)
0.70]. Even in this region, the branch appears strongly lo-
calized at the upper surface of the superlattice. As we
trace into the shorter wavelengths, Fig. 12 [kd = (a) 1.4,
(b) 2.5], the bulk character of the mode becomes evident;
however, the largest amplitude remains in the upper por-
tion of the structure.

Figure 13(a) is the potential for the surface mode which
emerges from the upper bulk band of Fig. 6 and exists at
co=10.67 eV for all large kd&. The fact that the potential
resides almost entirely within the top film, and decays to
zero everywhere else, shows that it will remain at 10.6 eV
regardless of the dielectric parameters or the number of
layers. Thus this mode corresponds to a simple surface
mode on a semi-infinite aluminum substrate.

The low-frequency surface mode, which exists for all
kd&, is a characteristic of finite superlattices. This mode
does not exist in semi-infinite structures. The introduc-
tion of a bottom surface also introduces another surface
mode, and indeed Fig. 13(a) demonstrates that this mode
is strongly localized at the bottom A1-A1203 interface.

U. SUMMARY

We have derived the general dispersion relations for a
superlattice of finite extent, applicable to any choice of

material parameters and any number of films. Through
numerical examples utilizing aluminum films separated
by dielectric gaps, we showed that twenty layers of two
materials reflected the results for a semi-infinite structure,
and that ten layers also showed reasonable similarity to
the semi-infinite results with the exception of an appreci-
able splitting of the surface mode into an odd- and even-
parity pair. It was also shown that a small change in the
dielectric constant of the spacers significantly localized
the surface modes, one supported at each boundary of the
superlattice. The physically realistic case, consisting of
ten aluminum films separated by Alz03 dielectric spacers
with the entire structure resting on a Si02 substrate,
demonstrated the characteristic down-shift in frequency
provided by the dielectric constant of the A1203. In this
structure, we also showed the existence of a surface mode
not present in the semi-infinite structure. It was demon-
strated by examining the electrostatic potential as a func-
tion of depth that this new mode is localized at the bot-
tom of the superlattice.
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